
 

 

 

     

Instructions:  
 

TREE On a 5"x5" panel of hot pressed watercolor paper, paint a random pattern with green brusho paints. Add an 

area of dark brown brusho in the left hand bottom corner where the trunk will be. Dry completely. Attach adhesive 

to the back then use 'Serenity’ die to cut a tree or partial tree. 

GRASSY HILL On a 2"x5" panel of hot pressed watercolor paper, paint a random pattern with green brusho paints. 

Let dry. Cut a hill shape with a craft knife or scissors. 

YACHT On a 3"x2" panel of hot pressed watercolor paper, paint a random pattern with yellow brusho. Let dry. Use 

'Out to Sea' die to cut the yacht. Trim extra shapes from around the tree. Paint hull of yacht with Ost, Red brusho.  

SUN Paint a 1.5"x1.5" piece of hot pressed watercolor paper with yellow brusho. When dry die cut a 1" circle 

SEA  Tape the bottom of a 6"x5" panel of cold pressed watercolor paper to a firm surface. Position a second piece 

of painters tape horizontally across the watercolour paper 3.5" from the bottom to form the horizon. Paint thin 

lines of masking fluid across the paper below the horizon. When dry paint the sea with cobalt blue and turquoise 

brusho. 

SKY When sea part of panel is dry, remove horizon tape and place a new piece across the top of the 'sea' part of 

the panel so the 'sky' part is exposed above the horizon. Paint the sky with turqoise brusho, keeping the color 

lighter than the sea. Remove tape and masking fluid when all is dry. 

ASSEMBLY Lay all pieces on top of sea/sky panel to work out positioning. Use Serenity & Peace' die to cut the 

lower portion of the trunk out of the hill panel so hill and tree will lay flat when adhered to the sea/ sky panel. 

Attach all pieces to panel. Trim edges and add sentiment from 'Happy Snippets'. Attach to card base. 

 

 

Designer Name: Heather Telford 

 

Penny Black Products Used:   51-225 Out to 

sea,  51-226 Serenity, 30-358 Happy Snippets 

Additional Products: hot & cold pressed watercolor 

paper; leaf green, sea green, emerald green, cobalt 

blue, turquoise, yellow, ost. red, dark brown 

brusho;  Versamark ink’ white embossing powder; 

masking fluid 

 

 

 

 


